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“A B Y S S ” S P E C I A L E D I T I O N
GET ON BOARD WITH YOUR
STUDENTS FOR NEW DEPTHS!

BENEFIT FROM OUR MANY ADVANTAGES FOR YOUR VISITS.
• FREE admisson to Nausicaá for the bus driver
• FREE parking OFFERED BY NAUSICAÁ when booking number is given
• Dedicated rest room for driver (Quai Thurot)
• Rapid drop-off point opposite the entrance and a SPECIAL JUMPTHEQUEUE ACCESS DESK FOR GROUPS
• 1 accompanying adult FREE of charge every 7 paying nursery schoolchildren
• 1 accompanying adult FREE of charge every 10 paying primary or secondary school children
• Cloakroom for bags for nursery school children
• Picnic room available to rent on request

G E T I N T H E W AT E R !
WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

CONTACT OUR EDUCATION DEPARTMENT:
00 33 (0)3.21.30.99.83 / education@nausicaa.fr
BOOK NOW!
00 33 (0)3.21.30.99.89 / resa@nausicaa.fr
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All the practical information and request on our website: https://www.nausicaa.co.uk/school-information-and-rates/
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EVENT FEEDBACK

THE EDIT

Discover the hidden face of the underwater world. Gain awareness of the diversity
of life. Imagine strategies for survival in these strange realms. See, touch, smell, taste,
and dream of marine biodiversity. Marvel before the important wealth extracted from the sea.
Question the permanence of exploited resources. Move to action for a better management of the
ocean of tomorrow.
A thousand and one subjects to invite learning more about the ocean and its fantastic resources,
and the keys to stir your students to action on behalf of the Ocean. If there are plenty of resources
and paths to explore scientifically, technologically, culturally, historically, and artistically at
NAUSICAÁ, the National Sea Center, they warrant travelling your way to let the ocean enter into
your classroom!



In the quarterly editions of ÉDUCAÁ, you’ll find all the latest news, thematic focus,
and educational aids to use in the classroom, as well as practical feedback on inspiring
pedagogical practices.
ÉDUCAÁ is born of a constantly renewed cooperation between the Nausicaá Outreach/Education
team and the Ministry of National Education.
We are very pleased to offer you
the very first issue of ÉDUCAÁ.
Agnès Lavergne,
Education Outreach Director

Teacher, middle
school contact

Nicolas

Teacher,
university contact

Tristan

Hélène

Scientific Moderator and Teacher, upper school and
Educational group leader
sixth-form contact

Katy

Lucie

Department
Coordinator

Nicolas

Education
Manager

Scientific Moderator and
Educational group leader

Juliette

Teacher,
primary school contact

On the occasion of the World Clean Up Day which
took place September 15th 2018, NAUSICAÁ took
part in the initiative organised by the “Un Océan
de Vie” association. The project was conceived
by Réné HEUZEY (Film and photography directory,
specialised in underwater photography including
for Thalassa, Ushuaïa Nature, “Océans” by Jacques
Perrin and Jacques Cluzaud and “Planète Océan”
by Yann Arthus Bertrand.)
On this occasion, each teacher taking part in
presenting the NAUSICAÁ educational resources was
outfitted to raise awareness of plastic pollution.
“Picking up even a piece of waste is a small action
for a great cause.”
Learn more about the
“Un Océan de Vie” association :
http://www.unoceandevie.com/fr/

THE TEAM IS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT YOUR EDUCATIONAL
PROJECT ON THE OCEAN

Cyril

WORLD
CLEANUP DAY

DID YOU KNOW?
Plastic is one of the greatest sources of
pollution of the high seas with dangerous
repercussions for maritime species.
In 2014, scientists inventoried 5 trillion pieces
of plastic waste in the world’s oceans.
In the Pacific Ocean, this waste clumps together
and makes up an immense area equivalent to
three times France’s surface area.
Known as the garbage patch, it floats along with
the sea currents.
Educational tools, calls for projects, structures
and associations exist and can work with you by
offering educational files, videos, guided outings,
and workshops.
The Outreach/Education Team is available for
advice.

LAUNCH OF THE ECOLOGICAL BRIGADE
The “Ecological Brigade” is composed of a group of 19 students from third and fourth form, accompanied by 2 professors
from Jean Zay Middle School in Dunkirk (north of France). Following an awareness of the pollution of the seas and oceans,
the students wished to act to preserve the environment. The Brigade comes together every friday noon for group work,
“clean-up operations”, and educational outings.
OBJECTIVES:
• Improve waste processing at school and in the neighbourhood
(establish a diagnostic of “bad practices”,
find solutions, and implement them.)
• Protect the immediate environment (raise awareness among
the school’s students, pick up waste in the surrounding
areas.)
• Discover the beauty of the fauna and flora

Maëlle Laura Agnès Elise Benoît

Scientific Moderators and Education/Outreach
Educational group leaders
Director

Scientific Moderators and
Educational group leaders
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THE SPECIES ADAPT

THE ABYSS FILE

The word “abyss” comes from the Greek abyssos which means “bottomless”.
The abyssal region covers two thirds of the globe’s surface. We know very little about the abyss
and its inhabitants: at present, 15% of the sea bottoms have been charted in a detailed manner.
There are still a lot of mysteries to uncover in the depths of the ocean.

To withstand the darkness, cold, and pressure, the
animals at great depths, the bottom dwellers, share
several characteristics.
No swim bladder
Many fish have no swim bladder (a gas-filled organ that
allows bony fish to control their buoyancy to stay at the
desired water depth without having to swim): under
pressure, they would be completely compressed.
And they give off light
80% of abyssal zone animals are luminescent. The
bioluminescence allows like animals to communicate, to
attract prey with luminous bait, or to escape by emitting a
cloud of light.

IDENTIFICATION CARD

For that matter, it’s totally dark at this depth. Without light,
photosynthesis is not possible. The trophic network in the
deep ocean is nourished by the organic matter which comes
from the upper lighted layers of the ocean. The greater the
depth is, the greater the quantity of matter decreases, thus
increasing scarcity of fauna. Above all, life in the depths
means nutritional difficulties.
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Also:
• They are made up of loose, incompressible tissues. As a
result, their internal pressure is the same inside as the
outside pressure.
• They cannot rise to the surface or they risk exploding!
• They are often dark and of small size. Some are blind,
others have bulging eyes.

S I Z E 11 P O , 13, 78 P O M A X .

DIVE INTO THE ABYSS

ish
Common name: Splitfin flashlightfish, two-fin flashlightf
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Caretaker’s anecdote: these fish need a very spec

T H E G R E AT U N K N O W N

AN ENVIRONMENT WITH EXTREME
CONDITIONS
Darkness
Light decreases more or less rapidly depending on the clarity of
water but starts disappearing at 656,18 ft . From that limit on, there
is no more light, so no more plant life. Infrared light is absorbed in
several centimetres; ultraviolet light in several micrometres. Only
visible light penetrates deep into the water. Red is quickly absorbed:
there is only 1% at 16,40 ft in pure water. 10% of yellow remains at
196,85 ft. 80 % of blue remains at 229,65 ft.

Cold
The average temperature is 2°C: the deeper one goes into the
abyss, the colder it gets. At a depth of 3280,84 ft, water’s average
temperature in the abyss is less than or equal to 2°C.

Pressure
Hydrothermal vents

Hydrostratic pressure is great: one bar every 32,81 ft, 300 bars at
9842,52 ft.

Ceriantharians (Tube-dwelling anemones)
Discover the book
“Secrets des Abysses”
by Christine CAUSSE
and Philippe VALLETTE.
(Available in French.)
Fleurus Publishing
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Deep coral

Dumbo octopus

EXPERIMENT
Understanding the phenomenon of pressure
Have a student hold a basin on his/her head. Place 4-1 litre bottles of water in the basin,
ne by one, so the student feels the weight of the water.
1 litre of water placed on 0.15po2 (the surface area of a thumbnail) corresponds to a pressure of 1 bar.
The further one descends to the sea bottom, the greater the pressure.
It increases by 1 bar every 32,81ft.

Food: zooplankton, small shellfish
Characteristics: its bean-shaped organ under its eyes
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WHEN STUDENTS ASSIST SCIENTISTS
AND BECOME DEEP SEA SPIES
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The IFREMER participative science programme, “Deep Sea Spy” invites
participants to search for species living near hydrothermal sources at
depths of close to 6561,68 ft.
With many participants, scientists hope to analyse a great number of images culled from deep sea
observation undertaken across the Pacific and Atlantic oceanic ridges, in order to better know the
animals that live in extreme conditions.

Calculate how many 1-litre bottles would be necessary on the thumb nail to represent pressure
at depth of 1000 metres.

GAME FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

It’s your game: https://www.deepseaspy.com/game/

Detach the poster. Discover our game on the “Abyss” theme and test your class’s knowledge.
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E D U C AT I O N A L W O R K S H O P

“ABYSS TRIP"

The whale shark has very little teeth. It feeds on small prey such as plankton and krill. This giant of the seas filters his food by
swimming slowly with his mouth wide open.

Look at the fish. It has the colours of the rain-, no seabow.

IN THIS EVENT YOU WILL:
• Visit the abyss eco system and its constraints
• Discover the species which live there
• Reflect on preservation of resources in this environment
• Address the professions connected to discovery of the abyss
The abyss ecosystem which is still little known contains incredible resources
for mankind: biodiversity, molecules, and minerals which could be used in medicine
or industry. Yet, the abyss is very sensitive to pollution and changes which affect
its environment. Preservation of the World Ocean and its resources cannot be done
without the preservation of the deep-sea beds.
OPS
WORKSH AT
G
STARTIN

AND MANY OTHER WORKSHOPS TO EXPERIENCE WITH YOUR CLASS
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THE ABYSS FILE

The whale shark does not eat big fish because he has no teeth.
- That’s not true Madam, me, my grandmother, she has no teeth and she still
eats fish.

A virtual dive to a depth of 19685 ft in the ocean sea bed. The journey starts with an apnea dive
to discover what hides below the surface. Then, outfitted with diving cylinders or a diving suit,
you will encounter species living at just 196,85 ft below the surface. And finally, you’ll take your place on
board of a submarine which explores this very particular environment and its extreme conditions.
Levels: Third-fourth form, upper,
and sixth-form
Length: 1 hour
Participants: 110 seats on booking
Learning methods:
cognitive, imagination, play




OUT OF THE MOUTHS
OF KIDS



PEDAGOGICAL IMMERSION

NAUSICAÁ NEWS

“CLIP & CLAP FOR THE SEA” VIDEO CONTEST
Film your message for the sea and send it in!
Regardless of where you live, by the sea or far removed, what positive message do you want to put in pictures?
In short, what use do you make of the ocean? Why do you like it?

Open to all:
• Make a humoristic clip
• 2 minutes maximum
• Sound but no words

PRIZE:
Nausicaá visit

To complete your visit, educational workshops in english and based on school levels await you:

Prize:

• Zoom into Marine Life (from 8 to 18 years old): observe tiny fauna magnified thousands of times on a wide screen

Nausicaá visit for the class and many other prizes.

• Calculate your ecological footprint (from 8 to 18 years old): thanks to a quiz, discover your ecological footprint and your impact on
climate change

How to go about it
• Sign up your class or group of students before March 31, 2019, with the Outreach and Education Department (Mediation et

• To the rythm of the tides (from 6 to 10 years old): the sea is full of life! Let’s discover living animals from our seashore and their
adapation to the tide cylce
• Zoom into marine biodiversity (from 8 to 18 years old): at the lab, pupils will observe tiny marine animals through microscopes and
discover shared characteristics according to the classification of Living Being.
• Sharks! Not even scared! (from 9 to 17 years old): let’s discover the shark and its importance in the Ocean. Learn more about this
fascinating animal and look at it differently.

Education Service) by telephone or email: +33 3.21.30.99.83 - education@nausicaa.fr.
• We will send you the means for participation as well as the rules.
• Clips must be submitted before May 1, 2019.
• The clips will be viewed by a jury and the winner will be broadcast during the World Ocean Day, Friday, June 7, 2019, on the “Des
Rivages et des Hommes” forum.
https://www.worldoceannetwork.org/fr/cartouche-quadrie-copie/agir/concours-clip-et-clap-pour-la-mer/
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starfish

from a depth of 196,85 ft to 1640,42 ft

from a depth of 32,80 ft to 196,85 ft

Dumbo
octopus

beyond 19685 ft

from a depth of 1640,42 ft to 19685 ft

We know very little about the abyss and its
inhabitants. The deep sea beds contain numerous
resources for mankind: molecules which could be used
in medicine or in industry, minerals, etc.
There are still a lot of mysteries to uncover in the
depths of the ocean! Preservation of the Ocean
World and its resources cannot be done without the
preservation of the deep sea beds.

ocean sunfish

phytoplankton

from a depth of 0 to 32,80 ft
Flippers-Mask-Snorkle
Diving suit (self-contained) or diving with cylinders
Non self-contained diving suit
Submarine with scientists on board
Unmanned robots
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from 0 to 32,80 ft depth

from 32,80 ft to 196,85 ft depth
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Photocopy, cut, and place the species at the right depth.
from 196,85 ft to 1640,42 ft depth

phytoplankton

humpback anglerfish
ocean sunfish

jellyfish
sperm whale

giant octopus

starfish

from 1640,42 ft to 19685 ft depth
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ghost crabs
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